
Probe Software can help you with advanced PC workstation 
based software for automation and analysis (Probe for 
EPMA) and imaging and x-ray mapping (Probe Image). 
This upgrade is complementary to your existing JEOL auto-
mation system and runs simultaneously alongside the JEOL 
software without any conflicts whatsoever. 
Installation consists of a single CAT5 cable connection to 
your existing network switch and requires absolutely no 
changes to your instrument or existing software.

"We have used Probe for EPMA on our JEOL 8200 electron microprobe 
since 2005. We really enjoy using Probe for EPMA for both routine and 
difficult probe samples due to its integrated design, many powerful quanti-
tative features and flexible imaging capabilities. I highly recommend the 
Probe for EPMA software system.” 
       - Chi Ma, Senior Scientist, California Institute of Technology (CalTech)
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Probe for EPMA 
PC Workstation

Probe for EPMA Monitors 
(30” LCD and optional 46” LCD)

JEOL Equipment: 1. Imaging Monitor  2. Reflected Light  3. EDS Display  4. X-ray Mapping  5. UNIX/EDS Computers 

Are you satisfied with the reliability, flexibility, and 
capabilities of your UNIX workstation and software?

Attention Lab Managers using JEOL 
8900, 8200 and 8500 EPMA instruments
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Quantitative Time Dependent Intensity 
(TDI) corrections for any elements with 
linear or quadratic extrapolation to zero 
time. The TDI element correction is an 
essential feature to correct for any 
element whose intensity varies in time. 
Graphically display all intensity changes, 
while the program automatically calcu-
lates the zero time intensity and adjusts 
the matrix correction for the change in 
composition. Turn the correction on or 
off with a single mouse click.

Multi-Point Backgrounds allow the pro-
gram to automatically acquire multiple 
off-peak intensities distributed on each 
side of the analytical peak. These multiple 
background positions  are utilized to 
automatically avoid unexpected off-peak 
interferences from other elements. This 
process is performed iteratively by opti-
mizing a fit based on removing back-
ground points with the highest variances 
above the fitted background until a speci-
fied number of valid background positions 
is reached, with many manual override 
options.
 

 

 

Unique “PictureSnap” feature for import-
ing optical or other image sources with 
live current position cursor, mouse click 
navigation and display of digitized or 
analyzed sample positions. Easily calibrate 
using a quick and easy two point coordi-
nate transformation (or three points for 
round samples subject to rotation).

A fully quantitative matrix iterated 
“blank” correction for super accurate 
trace element analyses in the low PPM 
ranges.This new feature allows the user 
to specify a measured zero or non-zero 
blank sample to provide a quantitative 
adjustment to the unknown intensities to 
correct for systematic background errors. 
Provides a significant improvement in 
trace element accuracy at low PPM levels.

Integrated imaging for BSE, SE and CL 
with automatic display of analyzed posi-
tions. Display digitized coordinates for 
automated acquisitions, and afterwards 
display the acquired coordinates on the 
digital image even off-line during data 
re-reprocessing. 

Runs entirely separate from and yet is 100% compatible with your 
existing UNIX system.
Provides a wide variety of unique features to improve both the 
accuracy and precision of your instrument.
Contains numerous data analysis options, customized output, live 
Excel linking, and powerful graphics.
Easy to learn and to use, extensive documentation and help files.
Allows for off-line data reprocessing with unlimited copies of the 
software.

Probe for EPMA

A few of the many unique features available . . . 


